Balance of Power
A FATE/Legends of Anglerre Adventure

Rockley. So can the heroes stop the deaths or
will they side with the “hero” against the
werebear at the cost of further deaths?

Background

Introduction

This section describes the events that have taken
place in the past and the people who are
In Rockley, the followers of the old faith are involved in the story.
shunned outsiders after their bid for power one
and a half years ago. Those who were identified
now live in shame and isolation, others have Timeline of Events
secretly abandoned their cause. So nobody really 2 years ago – Albrecht slays the witch that
cares when one these outsiders dies under created the werebear
mysterious circumstances due to a freak
accident. Especially, since a werebear is 1 year ago – Albrecht survives a killing blow
currently after the sheep and even the church and is considered protected by god.
champion cannot destroy him. However, 6 month ago – Urs Morbin picks up Albrecht's
something sinister seems to be behind the deaths trail
and it is up to the heroes again to safe the town
of Rockley from certain doom, while others 1 week ago – Albrecht was slain by the bear but
survived. Guildmaster Cullon paid the price
harvest all the glory.
instead.

Summary
Sir Albrecht von Schattenhall is an aging
knight and Komtur in the Red Order of
Frostland. Sent out as a church champion, the
knight and his archers look for a werebear that
has fled from the North and was sighted in
Rockley. Albrecht is famed for his ability to heal
even grievous wounds but holds a dark secret
even he is not aware of – for every wound he
miraculously heals, somebody has to die.
Shortly after he arrived in Rockley, a disgraced
guildmaster died in a strange accident. So far,
these were only outsiders, so nobody really
cares. However, the beautiful daughter of the
disgraced guildmaster of the tanners has decided
to ask some heroes for help. While these people
caused her father's downfall, they are the only
ones she can turn to and they are still nearby
Rockley on a hunting trip.

Gabriella Cullon
The beautiful daughter of the disgraced
guildmaster Cullon is dominated by grief but
still able to use her charms to get her way. She
has 5 composure, 5 Fate and all social skills at
+1.
Gabriella found her dead father and is convinced
that this was no natural death. When she
thinks she knows the culprit, she will do
anything to get her vengeance.
Otherwise, she is open to assessment by the
player characters.

Der Komtur Albrecht von Schattenhall

Albrecht fought in the Fjordlands against
berserkers and the fabled cunning slaverdwarves of the Mines of Despair. During that
time, he slew a witchmaster and accidentally
So the heroes return to Rockley once more to
stumbled into her cauldron.
stand in the shadow of the great church
champion. They will hear crazy tales of his Ever since, he cannot be killed and has already
battles, see a pattern with the accidents that survived a deadly blow which made him a
happen and forced to confront the man. He will “saint” in the eyes of the church. He himself
not be convinced and neither are the people of thinks he is protected by god, unaware of the
cauldron's role. In fact,he will strongly reject
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any such theory, especially one that points to the witchmaster their loyalty. Two axe fighters
him being the cause of other people's accidental act as the werebears brothers in arms and three
death.
lesser warriors also follow the crew. The axe
fighter are cold and emotionless killing
machines, possibly homunculi from the
witchmaster's cauldron. The minions on the
other hand are wild berserkers, addicted to the
combat potions they received from their old
master.
However, Urs Morbin, a werebear created by the
witchmaster, heard of the death of his mentor
and has sworn vengeance on his slayer. Urs and
Albrecht have started a cat and mouse game of
mutual traps and tactical retreats. It seems like
Rockley will be the place of the final
showdown between man and werebear.
In their last encounter in the local woods,
Albrecht was struck down again and a second
miracle happened. However, somebody had to
pay for this death and the former guild master
fell into a pitchfork and bled to death.
Currently, Albrecht is out hunting again,
looking for his foe in the forest.

Squire Cedrik von Schattenhall
Cedrik is an old disillusioned man who works as
a squire for Schattenhall. He loves tall tales and
if questioned will reveal the full story of his
lord including the funny episode with the
cauldron. However, like all others, he does not
know the true mechanism behind his master's
mysterious recoveries.

The Guildmaster's Deaths
Shortly after Komtur Schattenhall was wounded
by the werebear, Guildmaster Cullon fell down
the stairs right into an ill-placed pitchfork,
which impaled him in a gruesome fashion. He
was already dead when his daughter came home
and found him. There was a lot of blood but no
traces of outsiders. The site has been long
cleared up and Cullon was buried outside the
graveyard since he was a heathen. The heroes
can dig up his body but there will be nothing to
disprove the described turn of events.

Sources of Information
There are several sources of information the
heroes can tap to find out what caused the death.

Investigation

People know of the freak accident but think
nothing of it. In fact,they despise Cullon for his
druid background. Instead they will be all
excited and talk about the werebear (which
nobody has seen) and the Komtur (which they
The Werebear Urs Morbin
adore for his crazy background). They will also
Urs was a mighty Northern warrior who had is stumble on Squire Cedrik and be half-jokingly
powers enhanced through a witch pact with the pointed to the Ghost of Rockley, who is said to
witchmaster Red Olaf. In return for loyal see everything.
service, Urs was turned into a werebear.
Half a year ago,when Urs returned from a long
quest on behalf of his master, he found the
shaman slain. Quickly, he found out about von
Schattenhall and started to hunt him down. Their
luck turned several times and the roles of
hunter and hunted have often changed.

Meeting the Druids

Finding the druids is not easy (roll +4 on any
appropriate skill) and they will most likely
require some convincing to talk to the heroes
(They can take 4 mental stress and got +2 on the
relevant social skills). Otherwise, these guys are
Urs has several allies with him who also owe
open to player assessment.
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They will most likely meet the heroes in the connection between the Komtur and Cullon.
wood. If they can be made to cooperate, they This research will yield a partial success that
will make several statements:
points to the spear as method of breaking the
• They think that a curse is involved. They curse. A full success will reveal the method
have felt evil magic but are unsure who is involving the blood of the werebeast. You can
use the research rules1 or simply let the player
the cause.
roll until he got 5 steps of success vs. a difficulty
• Cullon had no enemies who have access of 2.
to such a spell.
However, once the heroes speculate on the
connection to the Komtur, the druids have more How can we lift the Curse on the Komtur?
to say:

Discovery Stress:
• There could be a connection between
Fate Points:
2
the miraculous healings and the
Consequence:
sudden deaths.
•

Albrecht must be slain with a special
stone spear that lies in the caves of the
Fomorians (Which consist of King Ghain
and his henchmen). The druids point the
characters to the location where they can
basically just go for a head-to-head
battle.

Also note that the druids might take things into
their own hands, should the players not act.
However, in combat they are just minions and
will fail terribly.

The Ghost of Rockley
There is a ghost wandering the streets of
Rockley. The former baron, murdered after he
burnt the local cathedral, is bemoaning his fate
and wandering the streets at night. While he once
was a threat,he is now just a pitiful shadow of
his former self. The ghost will try to scare the
heroes at night but it is also possible to question
the creature after some social combat.
The ghost has seen the accident and insists that
the life energy of the dead person drifted
towards the castle. It feels that somebody stole
that essence to prolong their own life.

Original Research

Attack with:

Appropriate knowledge skill

Skills:
Complexity +2
Tediousness +1
Aspects:
•
•

There are many conflicting tales!
The north has such a different culture!

Triggered Events and Player Motivators
There is no strict timing for these items – the
events are triggered whenever things start to
slow down a bit.
1. The heavily wounded Komtur returns
from the forest and draws all attention.
Somebody else (a young poacher) is
found dead soon afterwards, having been
torn to pieces by his own dog after
cutting his finger.
2. Side Story: Gabrielle tries to take
revenge for herself and/or motivates
knights to act for her. She cannot kill
Schattenhall but she can abduct him and
make a deal with the werebear.
3. One of the henchmen of the werebear
attacks villagers and the heroes witness
it. They might capture the axe fighter and
find out more about the strange
relationship between the twoopponents.

A magically or academically inclined character
might decide to do some research himself to find
out how to break the curse. Such research only
makes sense, once you stipulated the 1 Book of Challenges – downloadable at

http://www.hardpoints.de/html/fate.html
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Resolutions and Possible Endings

Dramatis Personae

There are several ways to attempt to end this These are the major actors in the adventure that
adventure, not all completely satisfactory.
the players will most likely interact with in
conflicts.

Killing Schattenhall

Komtur von Schattenhall

Killing Schattenhall is no solution without the
stone spear. When he is about to die, he falls into Champion of the Red Order (Good Extra)
a coma and somebody else will suffer his fate
Physical Stress:
5
through a very improbable yet fatal accident.
6
Hacking the knight to pieces will seem like a Composure Stress:
solution at first but eventually he will return Fate Points:
8
unharmed and remember nothing. Meanwhile
Consequences: 3*
somebody else will be torn to pieces by wolves,
disappearing completely.

Scale:

Small (2)

Mi:
Ma:
Sv:
Ex:

However, the stone spear will slay Schattenhall
forever, without causing the death of somebody
Skills:
else.
Resolve +3
Rapport +2, Melee Weapons +2
Breaking the Curse
Athletics +1, Alertness +1, Empathy +1
Breaking the “curse” is not so easy. It very likely Aspects:
requires the cooperation of Schattenhall, who
• Convinced of his blessing by god
has to be convinced in a social conflict that this
• Komtur in the Red Order
would be for the best.
• Considered to be an immortal saint by
Breaking the curse requires some of the
the people
witch's blood – and the werebear is just the
•
Stubborn and arrogant
source for it. So the heroes join the hunt for the
• Experienced in combat but slower than
creature but at the same time have to protect the
the young ones
knight. They will also need somebody well•
Bright red armor and shield
verse in the ancient rites, i.e. a druid.
• Southern School Academic Fencing

Keeping Schattenhall Safe

Stunts:

• Driven: 1 Fate to invoke a consequence
This will be a fun ending as fate conspires to see
• Unyielding: 1 Fate – turn physical into 2
the knight hurt and the werebear is still stalking
Composure Stress
him, trying to hurt him over and over out of
spite. The heroes can try to kill the bear, maybe Equipment/Notes:
using the knight as bait. But Schattenhall will be
a problem waiting to happen. Probably, the Heavy Armor (-2, 1 minor, 1 major, 1 severe
consequence, Heavy, Noisy, Hot)
heroes will not be happy with such an ending.
Long Sword (+3 damage)

Schattenhall's Retinue
2 groups of 10 squires, Fair (+1) quality.
Melee Weapons +5 (+4 bonus), 10 stress
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look like barbarians in their fur dress, they are
The Werebear
calculating, emotionless killers. Olaf and Sven
are very similar but for convenience's sake, two
A normal human until he takes stress, which
stat blocks are provided.
activates all aspects marked with a * and
deactivates anything with #.
Olaf, Nordic Axe Warrior (Good Extra)
Werebear (Great Elite)

Physical Stress:

6

Physical Stress:

7

Composure Stress:

5

Composure Stress:

5

Fate Points:

Scale:

Fate Points:

Scale:

7

Consequences: 3

Small (2)

Mi:
Ma:
Sv:
Ex:

Skills:
Might +4
Resolve +3,Intimidation +3
Stealth +2, Athletics +2, Endurance +2
Survival +1, Alertness +1, Empathy +1
Aspects:
•
•
•
•
•

Skinny, unimposing man with mild
manners
Frightening man-bear hybrid
Reason cloaked by animal instincts
Skin like leather
Vengeful hunter of his master's killer

Stunts:
•
•
•
•
•

Savage Fighter (Use Might for 2H
Weapon)
Shake it Off (Heal stress as full action,
using Endurance)
Thick-Skinned
Scary (Resists Intimidation with
Intimidation)
Aura of Menace (1 Fate - Intimidation
as a free action)

6

Consequences: 3+1

Small (2)

Mi:
Ma:
Sv:
Ex:

Skills:
Melee Weapons +3
Athletics +2*, Might +2
Endurance +1, Alertness +1*,
Ranged Weapons +1
Aspects:
•
•
•

Tight control of emotions
Long braids and elaborate clothing
Soulless eyes of an insane murderer

Stunts:
•
•
•
•

Combat Dodge (+1 Athletics)
Ready for Anything (+1 Initiative)
Thick-Skinned
Weapon Specialist Axe (+2 Damage)

Equipment/Notes:
Great Axe (+6* damage, heavy, cumbersome,
poor in close combat)
Light Armor (-0, 1 minor consequence)

Equipment/Notes:
Great Axe (+4 damage, heavy, cumbersome,
poor in close combat)
Light Armor (-0, 1 minor consequence)

Nordic Axe-Warriors
The werbear is accompanied by two Axe
Warriors that act as his body guards. While they
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Ghain, King of the Fomorians
Sven, Nordic Axe Warrior (Good Extra)
Physical Stress:

6

Composure Stress:

5

Fate Points:

Scale:

6

Consequences: 3

Small (2)

Mi:
Ma:
Sv:
Ex:

Skills:
Melee Weapons +3
Athletics +2*, Might +2
Endurance +1, Alertness +1*,
Ranged Weapons +1
Aspects:
•
•
•

Unsung master of axe fighting
Long braids and elaborate clothing
Soulless eyes of an insane murderer

Stunts:
•
•
•
•

Combat Dodge (+1 Athletics)
Ready for Anything (+1 Initiative)
Thick-Skinned
Weapon Specialist Axe (+2 Damage)

Equipment/Notes:
Great Axe (+6* damage, heavy, cumbersome,
poor in close combat)
Light Armor (-0, 1 minor consequence)

Nordic Deathdealers

Fomorian King (Great Elite)
Physical Stress:

7

Composure Stress:

4

Fate Points:

Scale:

7

Consequences: 3

Medium (3)

Mi:
Ma:
Sv:
Ex:

Skills:
Might +4
Endurance +3, Intimidation +3
Stealth +2, Athletics +2, Alertness +2
Survival +1, Resolve +1, Empathy +1
Aspects:
•
•
•
•

Giant, deformed in body and soul
Reveller in chaos and slaughter
Slaver and tyrant
Can smell tasty humans for a mile!

Stunts:
•
•

•
•
•

Savage Fighter (Use Might for 2H
Weapon)
One hit to the body (Once per session
pay 1 FATE to negate stress of a single
attack)
Thick-Skinned
Herculean Strength
Weapon Specialist (Club)

Equipment/Notes:

These 3 henchmen are loyal servants of the Great Axe (+5* damage, heavy, cumbersome,
werebear and will die to protect him.
poor in close combat, only made of wood)
Light Armor (-0, 1 minor consequence)
Stress: 3
Aspects: High on battle rage potions
Melee Weapons+3 (incl. +1 bonus)

Fomorian Warriors
3 attached Fair(+2) minions: +2 bonus, 6 stress
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The Ghost of Rockley
The ghost of Rockley is not a major threat but a
potential source of information.
Ghost of Rockley (Fair Extra)
Physical Stress:

5

Composure Stress:

5

Fate Points:

Scale:

8

Small (2)

Consequences: 3
Skills:
Deceit +2
Empathy +1, Intimidation +1
Resolve +0*
Aspects:
Partially insubstantial
Fast as the Wind
Scary wounds all over the body
Sees a lot but hates to talk
Stunts:
Unapproachable (use Intimidation to defend
against Deceit, Rapport,Empathy)
Scary (resist Intimidation with Intimidation)
Equipment/Notes:
None
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Appendix 1: Map of the Fomorian Cave
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